TRUMP’S STALLED ECONOMY REPORT CARD

Report Card on Trump’s Stalled Economy
Where are we in the global pandemic recession?
How is our recovery constrained by the pandemic failures?
What is the economic report card of the Trump administration?
FDR stated in 1936: “This generation of Americans has a rendezvous with destiny.”
And our national security leaders are stating this week that “only FDR and Abraham
Lincoln came into office facing more monumental crises than the next president.”
Our pandemic response, our defense of democracy, and our truthful leadership
will define how our generation is dealing with destiny in the current century. But how
did we get to this treacherous juncture? Three issues are remaining unresolved:
1. America’s global role: desire to protect values and allies, tendency to challenge
institutions and norms, urge to end wars and arrogant role of world policeman.
2. America’s economic model: desire to innovate and compete, tendency to protect
manufacturing jobs, urge to level playing field and protect intellectual property.
3. America’s social imbalance: desire to grow middle class opportunities, tendency
to polarize and isolate losers, urge to realize social and environmental justice.
The Trump administration has emphasized changes to America’s economic model but
also disrupted institutions and employed trade wars and social conflicts as means to
please its narrow base. The pandemic represents a monumental challenge and the
policy response reveals deeply how this administration is addressing the three issues.
Let us first analyze where we are in this global pandemic recession and how the US
response is comparing to other nations. Then we can assess the economic report card
from a perspective of an independent voter and compare it with recent surveys.
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Chart 19 illustrates the US gross domestic product over four quarters this year. GDP
had the largest post-war contraction with an annualized decline of 33% during Q2. If
GDP were to recover by 50% during the remainder of the year, it would just get back
to its starting point with zero annual growth. If GDP were to remain flat, it would
translate into -10% GDP growth for the full year 2020. In reality, GDP appears to
recover strongly during Q3, with estimates ranging from annualized growth of 14% by
the New York Fed to 32% by the Atlanta Fed, and median Q3 estimate of 20% growth.
However, downside risks prevail, as fiscal stimulus and unemployment benefits are
running out and monetary stimulus has slowed, so that Q4 growth is expected to slow
significantly to an annualized 5%. This would bring GDP back to the 94% level, hence
2020 annual GDP growth is expected to be around -6%, the worst recession since 1946.
The IMF is projecting 2020 US growth to be similar to other advanced economies, with
slightly better results for Germany and Japan, and slightly lower growth for Canada
and the UK. However, emerging markets are expected to fare significantly better, and
China is expected to record positive growth of 2% for 2020; and over 8% growth is
projected for 2021, or twice as much as for the US. Clearly, the US is still facing a
most severe recession, despite its unprecedented policy response: over 30 million
people remain unemployed, consumer sentiment remains depressed at 15% below
January levels, and company earnings in the S&P500 remain over 20% lower.
Better policies fighting the pandemic have clearly resulted in stronger growth, and
lousy pandemic policies have led to dramatic economic pain. The US has recorded
over 7.2 million Covid-19 cases and over 200,000 deaths – equivalent to three Vietnam
war-deaths during one year. The US has over 20% of Covid-19 deaths as compared to
its 4% share of the world’s population, and it remains among the 10 worst countries
with the highest deaths per capita; Spain and Brazil are doing even worse. While Latin
America is recording the lowest GDP growth and the worst pandemic policy response,
its peers in East Asia have had the most effective response and the strongest growth.
Comparing the US with Canada, US deaths per capita are 250% of Canada’s, the US
growth rate of infections is 500% of Canada’s, and the US test positivity rate is 300%
of Canada’s. Clearly, the US pandemic outcomes do reflect a monumental failure.
A fair assessment of the Trump administration’s economic policies needs to look at
the full four-year record for a variety of indicators with an independent voter’s eye.
Therefore, we calibrate our assessment to a major survey that was conducted in
January 2020 by Morning Consult and Politico, which rated nine categories and
distinguished between responses of Ds, Rs, and Is. While 86% of Ds gave failing grades,
81% of Rs gave positive grades. However, Is were more balanced and used all grading
categories albeit with half of them in the D and F categories. Polarization appears to
have increased over time, with 60% of overall responses in A or F categories. Hence,
our assessment has been calibrated to the independent voter in January 2020.
Chart 20 reveals our economic report card across eight categories, with four passing
and four failing grades. While monetary and fiscal policy grades were upgraded since
the onset of the pandemic, labor and healthy policies were downgraded. The relative
grades across the eight categories align completely with the relative grades from the
survey in January 2020, where health and environmental policies already received the
worst grades across the spectrum, with failing grades even from the majority of Rs.
Details for each category are as follows:
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A- for Equity Markets: usually a result of various policies, but often used as goalpost.
70% increase of SPX since inauguration, as compared to 72% from 2008-2012. Driven by
massive monetary stimulus (FED put) and aggressive communications strategy.
B for Monetary Policy: expansion to $7 trillion FED balance sheet plus credit vehicles,
negative interest rates, weak US dollar, and political expediency to administration.
But institutional damage, debt financing for US Treasury, and potential credit losses.
B- for Fiscal Policy: extraordinary fiscal response with $2 trillion CARES Act plus reopening of corporate debt markets and bailouts. Major tax reform but ill-timed cuts
of corporate taxes, little impact on repatriation and investment, inferior distribution.
C for Labor Policy: strong job market in 2019 but 30 million unemployed during 2020.
Failure to continue unemployment benefits, gaps in social safety net, layoffs coming
from airlines and states, lousy immigration policy penalizing tech workers & students.
D for China Policy: muscular policy, alienating European allies, bringing few results.
Supply chains disrupted and relocated from China to Asia and Mexico with little US
repatriation, intellectual property issues unresolved, de-coupling on technologies.
D for Trade Policy: misguided focus on US trade deficit, record deficit in 12 years,
trade deal with China unsuccessful and 50% below target, $57 bn of tariffs paid by US
consumers and partly subsidizing US farmers, lost trust from allies and corporates.
F for Environmental Policy: exit from Paris Agreement, replaced Clean Power Plan,
weaker fuel standards, air & water & land protections, 87% of regulatory rollbacks
held up in court, EPA being challenged by big oil, massive conflicts of interest.
F for Health Policy: opioid crisis ongoing, prescription drug prices still rising, preexisting conditions unprotected, healthcare coverage declining, record profits for
pharma, monumental failure in pandemic policies, public health, communications.
The Trump administration is pointing to a successful vaccine, a more conservative
judiciary, and a muscular China policy as three longer-term achievements. On the
dark side, it is accountable for thousands of deaths and millions of unemployed, and it
is responsible for broken trust in our institutions and for immense polarization. None
of the three big issues on our global role, economic model, and social imbalances
have been resolved. Looking ahead, we must re-focus on our dignity and our values,
having gone through an impeachment, an attack on our democracy, and an abdication
of truthful leadership. As FDR stated during his inauguration in 1937: “The greatest
change we have witnessed has been the change in the moral climate of America.”
Indeed, the moral climate has changed dramatically over four years: The fragile
legacy of the Obama administration included decency, honesty, and respect around
the globe, with sound policies but few achievements and poor politics. That has led to
the Trump administration, which then reversed all of those with mostly failed
policies, but strong politics for its narrow base. Looking ahead, FDR may prevail when
he stated that: “Evil things formerly accepted will not be so easily condoned. Hardheadedness will not so easily excuse hard-heartedness.” Onwards to November 3rd.
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